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ABOUT WRITE:OUTLOUD 
Write:OutLoud ® is an easy-to-use talking word processor that can be made to 

speak letters, words, sentences, or any combination of the three. Listening to words 

encourages reluctant writers and eliminates frustration. Write:OutLoud gives 

students the satisfaction and success that motivates them to write more and want to 

write.  Writing skills improve further when used with Co-Writer, a word prediction 

program, for increased typing efficiency and vocabulary enhancement. 

      You can use Write:OutLoud: 

1. to highlight and speak text from any source 

2. to provide access to content for anyone, customized to individual needs 

3. as an engine to support literacy education. 

Talking word processors (TWP) are writing software programs that provide speech 

feedback as the student writes, echoing each letter as it is typed and each word as 

the spacebar is pressed. Many of these inexpensive programs, typically used to 

assist with writing, also incorporate powerful tools for reading. Students with learning 

disabilities find that having written material read aloud assists them to better edit, 
comprehend and organize. Once any file (story from a book, assignment, article, 

typed information, etc.) is imported into a talking word processor, the text can be 

read aloud to the student.  

 

 

 

 



 
 
FEATURES 
Write:OutLoud offers other adjustments such as: 

 enlarging the size of the text  

 easy formatting options 

 changing the color of the text and foreground, background and highlighting box to 

assist students in following along as the text is read 

 select from a variety of different voices, as well as adjust the rate and volume of 

the speech 
 edit the pronunciation of any word 
 Incorporates Franklin device features: 
o Franklin Dictionary with Homonym Checker enables students to use expanded 

vocabulary and correct words. Words can be added to the dictionary 

o Franklin Spell Checker consistently finds the phonetic errors made by beginning 

writers.  

TALKING WORD PROCESSOR: VOICES 
Choosing a reading voice differs for individual users. The table below provides an 

opportunity to "try out" available voices from some TWP programs. Select a voice 

based on user preferences: male, female and child voices are available. Many 

features can be adjusted such as the rate and volume of speech. Listen carefully for 

the following characteristics that may impact listening ability and comprehension: 

 speech clarity 

 word pronunciation 

 tonal quality 

 inflection 

 speech flow; spacing/timing 

 

 


